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of women in whom effective sexuality, even in spite of
marriage, remains long in the virginal condition, first becoming
conscious perhaps only when she falls in love with a man
other than the husband. This is the reason why very many
women have no understanding at all of masculine sexuality;
because to a very great extent they are unconscious of their
own. It is different with the man; upon him sexuality
forces itself as a brutal fact, filling him with the storm and
stress of new struggles and needs. There is scarcely one
who escapes the painful and anxious problem of onanpn;
whereas a girl is often able to masturbate for years without
knowing what she is doing.
The inrush of sexuality in a man brings about a powerful
change in his psychology. He now has the sexuality of an
adult man, yet with it the soul of a child. Often like a
devastating tide of filthy water, a flood of obscene phantasies
and the disgusting puberty-talk of his school-fellows is poured
over every tender, childish feeling, in some cases stifling it
for ever. Unsuspected moral conflicts arise, temptations of
every kind lie in wait for the youth and engross his phantasy.
The psychic assimilation of the sexual-complex is the cause
of immense difficulties, even though he may be unaware of
the problem.
The onset of puberty also involves a considerable change
in the body and its metabolism, as is seen, for example,
in the acne of puberty, a common pustular eruption of the
face and neck.
In a similar manner his psyche is disturbed and thrown
somewhat off its balance. At this age the youth is full of
illusions, which are always the expression of a certain loss
of equilibrium. For a long time illusions make stability and
mature judgment impossible. His taste, his interests, his
life-projects undergo many changes. He may suddenly fall
mortally in love with a girl, and a fortnight later be no longer
able to conceive how it could ever have happened to him.
To such a degree is he subject to illusions, th^t he actually

